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MMoonnrrooee  TToowwnnsshhiipp  SScchhoooollss  
Mission and Goals 

 

 
The mission of the Monroe Township School District, a unique multi-generational community, is to 
collaboratively develop and facilitate programs that pursue educational excellence and foster 
character, responsibility, and life-long learning in a safe, stimulating, and challenging environment to 
empower all individuals to become productive citizens of a dynamic, global society. 
 

Mission 

Goals 
 

To have an environment that is conducive to learning for all individuals. 
 
To have learning opportunities that are challenging and comprehensive in order to stimulate the 
intellectual, physical, social and emotional development of the learner. 
 
To procure and manage a variety of resources to meet the needs of all learners. 
 
To have inviting up-to-date, multifunctional facilities that both accommodate the community and are 
utilized to maximum potential.  
 
To have a system of communication that will effectively connect all facets of the community with the 
Monroe Township School District. 
 
To have a staff that is highly qualified, motivated, and stable and that is held accountable to deliver a 
safe, outstanding, and superior education to all individuals. 
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INTRODUCTION, PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, AND EDUCATIONAL GOALS 

 
Philosophy 

 
The Monroe K-12 School District recognizes the global environment of our world and the subsequent need for world language skills. 
Latin III Honors will be offered as a world languages option to all high school students in the Monroe K -12 School District who have 
completed Latin III Honors.  As a planned program of instruction, the course will provide students with an intermediate mid to 
intermediate high level of instruction in the study of Latin and an opportunity to develop an in-depth understanding of the culture.  
Although greater emphasis will be placed upon interpretation, students participating in this course will also learn other facets of 
language study including grammar, idiomatic sayings, culture, and geography.  Participation in this course will encourage students to 
become more versatile citizens of a global world. 
 
The primary beliefs of this philosophy are: 

• A person who studies a world language gains empathy and increased tolerance towards others as a result of a broadened 
worldview which comes from learning about other cultures and peoples. 

• A person who studies a world language gains a better understanding of and appreciation for one’s own native language as 
well as the increased capacity to learn related world languages. 

• A person who studies a world language benefits from improved critical thinking skills and creativity. 
• A person who studies a world language increases performance in all aspects of learning, especially language acquisition, 

reading, and social studies. 
• A person who studies a world language produces higher ACT and SAT scores. 
• A person who studies a world language is more competitive in the global marketplace. 
• A person who studies a world language and culture examines one’s own personal values as well as civic responsibilities 

 
Educational Goals 

 
The primary goal for the study of Latin is the interpretation of texts and historical/cultural understanding.  Instruction in the study 

of Latin will be concentrated in the interpretive mode.  Students will be asked to understand and interpret within the appropriate cultural 
context spoken and written communication. 
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New Jersey State Department of Education  
Core Curriculum Content Standards 

 
 
A note about World Languages Standards and Cumulative Progress Indicators. 
 
The New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards for World Languages were revised in 2004.  The Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) referenced in this curriculum guide refer to these new standards and may be found in the Curriculum folder on the district 
servers.  A complete copy of the new Core Curriculum Content Standards for World Languages may also be found at:  
http://www.nj.gov/njded/cccs/s7_wl.htm 

http://www.nj.gov/njded/cccs/s7_wl.htm�
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Latin III Honors 
 

Scope and Sequence 
 

Quarter I – Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic (Via Cicero) 
Big Idea: Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
I. Pirates of the Mediterranean and Roman “International Police” 
 a.  Subordinate clauses 
 b.  Subjunctive mood, active voice 
       c.  Cum clauses 
 d.  Ancient Pirates - ships, routes, tactics, and Pompey’s solution 
       e. Analysis of Roman Oratorical formulae  

Big Idea: Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
II. Local Criminals – Big and small 
 a. Ablative absolute 
 b. qui in its other uses 
 c. Roman thieves/Opening Arguments of Roman Court Case 
       d. Translation of Cicero 
 

Big Idea: Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
III. Roman Orators and the prosecution of crime 
 a.  Subordinate clauses 
 b.  Subjunctive mood, passive voice 
 c.  Cicero’s famous declamations: Against Verres, Catiline, Antony 
       d. Refutations, Closing Arguments, and Decision of Court Case 
 

 

Quarter II – The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom (Via Ovid) 
Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
IV. Augustus and social/moral reforms 
 a. Participles 
 b. Background of Augustan Empire 
       c. Imperial Power throughout the Ages 

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
V. Ovid and the Critics of the Empire 
a.  Indirect statement 
b.  Life and works of Ovid 
c.  Amores and other literary confrontation of Augustus’s reforms 
d. Translation of Ovid – Amores, Heroides 
e. Mythology over the Ages and across Cultures 
 

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
VI. Woman’s role in the new Empire - The “ideal” Roman woman 
a.  Irregular verbs 
b.  Duties of the Roman matron 
d.  Analysis of the Roman feminine ideal 
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Quarter III – The Empire’s Influence: A return to greatness (Via Livy) 

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: A return to greatness 
VII. Coming of Age in the Augustan Empire: Cursus Honorum 
 a.  Result clauses 
 b.  Sequence of Tenses 
 c.  Subjunctives, active and passive 
 d.  Rituals of young Adulthood in Rome 
       e. The Augustan Cursus Honorum 

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: A return to greatness 
VIII. Religion and a Return to Piety 
 a.  Impersonal Verbs 
 b.  Roman religious history and traditions 
       c. Translation of Livy 
       d. The Relationship between Religion and Morality 
 

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: A return to greatness 
IX. Descent into the Underworld 
 a.  Purpose clauses 
 b.  Subjunctives, all tenses and voices 
       c.  Use of Political Propaganda in Art 
 d.  Use of “ut” 
 e.  Death customs in ancient Rome; Vergil Book X  

 

Quarter IV – Empire established: The future of a world power 
Big Idea: Empire established: The future of a world power  
X. The Reach of the Empire and Multiculturalism 
 a.  Roman Britain 
 b.  Romans in Germany 
 c.  Egypt & Rome 
 d.  Greek influence 
 

Big Idea: Empire established: The future of a world power 
XI. Past, Present, and Future 
a.  Translation of Vergil Book X 
b.  Analysis of poetic themes, figures of speech 
c.  Literary criticism 
d.  AP Preparation 
e.  Historical influence on art and poetry 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Pirates of the Mediterranean and Roman “International Police” 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and explain Rome’s role as “international police” by 
observing Pompey’s campaign against piracy in the Mediterranean. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 1.1. Form and translate the 
imperfect and pluperfect 
subjunctive active. 

 
1.2. Recognize and translate 

cum clauses 
 
1.3. Describe an encounter with 

Roman pirates 
 
1.4. Explain the significance of 

“Civis sum Romanus” 
 
1.5. Recognize the formula for 

Roman Legal declamations 
(via Cicero Workbook) 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 4, 5, 6 
• B 3, 4, 5 
• C 1, 2, 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 4 
• B 2 
• C 1, 2 

 

• Why is crime an inevitable part of any civilization? 
•  What are the similarities between ancient and modern 

crime and crime prevention tactics?   
• When is it one country’s duty to assert their form of 

justice in another part of the world? 
• How do Romans prosecute crime? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
 

NOTE:  The assessment models provided in this 
document are suggestions for the teacher. If the 
teacher chooses to develop his/her own model, 
it must be of equal or better quality and at the 
same or higher cognitive levels (as noted in 
parentheses).  
Depending upon the needs of the class, the 
assessment questions may be answered in the 
form of essays, quizzes, mobiles, PowerPoint, 
oral reports, booklets, or other formats of 
measurement used by the teacher. 
• ER II Chaps 42 
• ER II WB Chaps 42 
• Teacher prepared   materials 
• Quia.com 
• ER II Audio CD 
• Passages from “On Manilian Law” 
• Sources on piracy: Thucydides 1.5, Plutarch 

Pericles 17, Ormerod, H.A. 

• Cicero Workbook 

Piracy in the 
Ancient World 

Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Create derivative list 
• Translate a Latin story about a kidnapping at 

sea 
• Read primary sources and infer the 

contemporary opinion of the events in question 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Pirates of the Mediterranean and Roman “International Police” 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and explain Rome’s role as “international police” by 
observing Pompey’s campaign against piracy in the Mediterranean. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 • Translate Narratio and Digressio sections of 
Cicero’s speech 

• Summarize an English essay about Roman 
piracy 

• *For each quarter* - The student will keep a 
translation journal. In this journal, they will 
record vocabulary from the Latin text, any uses 
of grammatical items currently being learned 
(i.e. subjunctive use for this quarter) and their 
function, and notes on the content of the text. 
These will be checked regularly, collected and 
graded at the end of the quarter.  

• AP Intro:

Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 

 Study, recognize and reproduce 
various forms of rhetoric and rhythm in Cicero’ 
speeches  

• You will write a news story about pirates 
including tips on how to avoid capture 

• With a partner, construct a flow chart that 
illustrates the uses of cum clauses and their 
respective tenses and moods. What are the 
markers of a circumstantial cum clause? When 
do we use cum instead of qui for concessive 
clauses? Include all characteristics that each 
cum clause express.  

• Debate (with a partner or as groups) Rome’s 
position as “international police.” Does Rome 
have the right? Cite other historical examples of 
countries acting as “mediators” in foreign 
conflicts. When is it just to impose one’s might 
in another part of the world?   

Presentational (Knowledge, Application, 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Pirates of the Mediterranean and Roman “International Police” 

Goal 1: The student will be able to analyze and explain Rome’s role as “international police” by 
observing Pompey’s campaign against piracy in the Mediterranean. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Synthesis) 
• Scenario:  As a news producer, videotape a 

newscast about the recent surge in piracy. Re-
cap all aspects of the problem: Why/when/how 
did piracy begin? How/where do pirates 
typically operate? How have people been 
dealing with the problem until this point? What 
should be done? Whose duty is it to deal with 
these pirates and why? Interview a victim, 
pirate, and Roman senatorial official (about 
what he believes must be done). 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Local criminals – Big and Small 

Goal 2: The student will be able to analyze the causes and effects of crime in Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 2.1. Recognize and translate the 
ablative absolute 

 
2.2. Translate the “linking qui” 
 
2.3. Describe the characteristics 

of  a “common” Roman thief 
and an “infamous” Roman 
thief (Verres) 

 
2.4. Describe the punishment of 

Roman criminals 
 
2.5. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 
• B  2 ,4, 5 
• C 2, 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 2, 3, 4 
• B 1, 2 
• C 1, 2 

 

• What types of crime have existed since ancient times? 
• What are some effective means of crime prevention? 
• What separates the “small-time” crimes from the “large-

scale” crimes? When do Romans prosecute crimes in 
the Senate? When do we prosecute crimes in the 
Supreme Court? 

• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 
understand who I am and the world in which I live? 

• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 
beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
Performance Assessment: (Synthesis, Analysis, 
Application, Comprehension) 
• Scenario:  Re-enact a Roman trial (First half). Use the 

declamatory formula from Cicero’s declamations. One 
group in the classroom will re-enact the prosecution 
and defense of a small-time criminal, another group will 
prosecute and defend an enemy of the state. The 
outcome will be decided by a jury of classroom peers 
(While the prosecution and defense are composing 
their arguments in class the jury will be translating 
various parts of the lawyers’ arguments into Latin to be 
spoken before the court). Each jury member must keep 
a journal of each day’s proceedings and which 
arguments they believe to be most persuasive and 
why. At this stage, the groups will be composing their 

• ER II Chaps 44 
• ER II WB Chaps 44 
• Teacher prepared materials 
• Quia.com 
• Selections from “Passport to History” travel 

guide to Rome 
• Cicero Workbook 
• Sources: Small-time thieves: Apuleius 

Metamorphoses 4.8.9-21; Plautus Rudens 382-
85; Petronius Satyricon 30.7-11; Seneca 
Epistles  56.2; Catullus 33.1 

• Source: Big-time thief: Cicero Contra Verrem 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Translate Propositio and Probatio of Cicero’s 

speech. 
• Read primary sources and infer the 

contemporary opinion of the events in question 
• Write a description of Roman crime and 

punishment 
• Find five examples of the Ablative Absolute 

used in the Latin text currently being translated. 
Find five more sentences that can be re-worded 
using the Ablative Absolute construction. Using 
the vocabulary already present in the existing 
Latin sentence and maintaining the same 
meaning, change the sentence to reflect the 
Ablative Absolute construction. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Local criminals – Big and Small 

Goal 2: The student will be able to analyze the causes and effects of crime in Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

initial arguments (based on Cicero’s model) and 
presenting them. 

Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 
• You will interview a Roman criminal and create 

his “rap sheet.” What “small” crimes are most 
common? What are the most common “large” 
crimes? Be sure you and your partner can 
defend your definition of “large” vs. “small” 
crimes. 

Presentational(Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 
• Review the Twelve Tables. What crimes is it 

meant to halt? What do you suppose the 
causes of these to be? 

• Analyze, compare, and contrast other law 
tables from ancient civilizations. What crimes 
seem to be a problem for every civilization? 
What does this tell us about the “evils” of 
mankind in general? 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Crime and Punishment in the Late Republic 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Roman Orators and the Prosecution of Crime 

Goal 3: The student will be able to reproduce the Roman Court of law in class by using Cicero’s 
declamations as a model  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 3.1. Recognize and translate 
subordinate clauses 

 
3.2. Conjugate and translate the 

imperfect and pluperfect 
subjunctive passive 

 
3.3. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
3.4. Analyze and reproduce the 

prosecution and defense of 
a Roman court case. 
 

Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 3 ,4 
• C 1, 2, 3 

7.2 Culture 
• A 3 
• B 2 
• C 2 

 

• Why is it important for crimes to be prosecuted in a 
court of law? 

• How can laws defend basic human rights? 
• How can juries positively and negatively affect the 

prosecution of a crime? 
• How can the lawyer’s morals influence his ability to 

affect the outcome of the case? How do personal 
morals play a part in the prosecution of Roman legal 
cases? How does Cicero use his own morals to sway 
the jury? 

• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 
understand who I am and the world in which I live? 

• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 
beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
Performance Assessment (Part 2): (Synthesis, Analysis, 
Application, Comprehension) 
• Scenario: Finish the court case. The opposing sides 

will have already heard the opening arguments, now 
they will compose arguments addressing the 
opposition’s claims. After responding to the opposition 
each side will make their closing arguments. The jury 
will then deliberate and compose a short essay which 
will summarize the arguments of both sides and explain 
why they have made their decision. 

 

• ER II Chaps 43 
• ER II WB Chaps 43 
• Teacher prepared  materials 
• Quia.com 
• The Perseus Project website 
• Cicero Workbook 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Create derivative list 
• Translate Refutatio and Peroratio of Cicero’s 

speech 
• Translate and create sentences using the 

imperfect and pluperfect subjunctive passive 
Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 
• Practice the Roman form of legal debate with a 

partner. Various historical legal cases will be 
distributed to partners. They will then form an 
argument in the Roman style (with Narratio, 
Digressio, Propositio, Probatio,  Refutatio, and 
Peroratio). They will then present their 
argument to the class. 

Presentational(Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 
• See Performance Assessment 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom  
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Augustus and social/moral reforms 

Goal 4: The student will be able to recognize and reproduce the perfect and future participles and 
analyze the validity of Augustus’ social reforms 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 4.1. Debate the merits of Roman 
Imperial authority 

 
4.2. Recognize, reproduce, and 

translate the future and 
perfect participles 

 
4.3. Create Imperial edicts 
 
4.4. Recount important events in 

the formation of the 
Augustan empire 

 
4.5. Compare aspects of 

Augustus’ empire to other 
historical empires – and 
assess the degree of their 
moral authority 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 3 ,4 
• C 1, 2, 3 

7.2 Culture 
• A 3 
• B 2 

• When and where can Imperial authority/force be 
applied on personal lives? 

• How do other governments regulate personal issues? 
Do they have the right? Why or why not? 

• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 
understand who I am and the world in which I live? 

• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 
beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 

• ER II Chaps 44 & 45 
• ER II WB Chaps 44 & 45 
• Teacher prepared materials 
• Suetonius, The Twelve Caesars
• Juvenal, 

, Augustus 
Sixth Satire

• Dio Cassius, 

 (on the failure of 
Augustus’ reforms) 

Roman History: The Reign of 
Augustus

• Ovid Workbook 
 Chapters 50-56 

Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Outline the events leading to the formation of 

the Empire and the legislature following its 
inception 

• Translate selections from Ovid workbook 
• Read primary sources and infer the 

contemporary opinion of the events in questions 
• List and explain the laws codified by Augustus 
• Practice the use of Future and Perfect 

Participles; Translate Sentences from English 
to Latin and Latin to English 

• The student will keep a translation journal. In 
this journal, they will record vocabulary from the 
Latin text, any uses of grammatical items 
currently being learned (i.e. subjunctive use for 
this quarter) and their function, and notes on 
the content of the text. These will be checked 
regularly, collected and graded at the end of the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom  
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Augustus and social/moral reforms 

Goal 4: The student will be able to recognize and reproduce the perfect and future participles and 
analyze the validity of Augustus’ social reforms 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• C 2 
 

quarter.  
Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application, Synthesis) 
• Debate the merits of the Imperial reform. Try to 

focus on the negative – How did these reforms 
(although restraining) degrade life in Rome. 
Find historical examples to back up your claim. 

• With a partner: Frame the negative aspects of 
the empire in a graffiti message. Criticize the 
government harshly, succinctly, and justly. 
Construct a representation of this. 

Presentational(Knowledge, Evaluation, 
Application, Synthesis) 

• Anticipate any further Imperial decrees. How do 
you suppose freedom may be limited in the 
future? How is limitation of morals just the 
beginning? What is to come next? Construct an 
official Roman decree in script form 

• Criticize the influence of government on art and 
poetry. How was art affected by the influence of 
government? Is it okay for government to limit 
freedom if it pacifies the people?? 

• Connect attributes of this empire to other 
historic powers. Did these other empires use 
moral and social influence for noble ends? 
Were they truly noble or merely in name? 
When, then, is a government justified in limiting 
freedom? When is it not? 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Ovid and the Critics of the Empire 

Goal 5: The student will be able to analyze the role of the artist as social protestor, compare similar 
literary works across time in Latin, and construct and translate Indirect discourse. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 5.1. Decline and translate 
participles 

 
5.2. Translate indirect 

statements 
 
5.3. Identify key events in the life 

of Ovid 
 
5.4. Read a major work of Ovid 

in English 
 
5.5. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 3 ,4 
• C 1, 2, 3 

7.2 Culture 
• A 3 
• B 2 
• C 2 

 
  

• How does subject matter affect the genre of a work? 
• How can art successfully critique and change society? 
• How is it the artist’s duty to affect the society in which 

she or he lives? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
 

• ER II Chapter 45 
• ER II WB Chapter 45 
• Teacher prepared materials 
• Quia.com 
• The Oxford Classical Dictionary 
• The Romans Speak for Themselves 
• Ovid: Metamorphoses 
• Apollodorus: Biblioteca 
• Joseph Campbell: 

Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 

The Hero with a Thousand 
Faces 

• Create derivative list  
• Translate selections from Ovid Workbook 
• Read Metamporphoses/Amores in English 
• Translate a passage containing indirect 

statement 
• Compare Myths in Apollodorus’ collection and 

those in Ovid’s Roman compendium 
• List the major dates and events in the life of 

Ovid – especially his jabs at the Augustan 
empire and resulting exile 

• Summarize a story from the Metamorphoses 
Interpersonal (Evaluation, Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Each student in a group will read a brief version 

of a famous story, compare & contrast the plot 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Ovid and the Critics of the Empire 

Goal 5: The student will be able to analyze the role of the artist as social protestor, compare similar 
literary works across time in Latin, and construct and translate Indirect discourse. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

with the same story (from a different source) 
with group members 

• Partners will be given mixture of cards. On 
these cards will be a variety of sentences that 
employ direct and indirect discourse (in Latin). 
Each card will have a pair (one using indirect 
discourse and the other, direct discourse) that 
expresses the same idea, but using different 
forms of direct or indirect discourse. The 
students must find the pairs, indicate how they 
are grammatically different, and why

• Metamorphoses vs. traditional Greek myth: 
Give one partner a famous mythological story 
from Ovid and the other a story from 
Apollodorus (or its original source). Have each 
partner read their story and then share. Using a 
Venn diagram, note as many similarities and 
differences as possible. Explain why you think 
these differences exist. What does this say 
about Greek vs. Roman values. What do the 
similarities mean? Do humans respond to 
particular mythological themes in general. 

 they are 
grammatically different. They must then make 
4-5 pairs of cards (in the same manner) of their 
own. 

• *Side Track* Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a 
Thousand Faces

Presentational (Evaluation, Analysis, Knowledge, 
Application, Synthesis) 

. Pass out excerpt and discuss 
mythological topics and human response to 
them 

• Create a depiction of one of Ovid’s famous 
stories.  Alongside this depiction, illustrate the 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Ovid and the Critics of the Empire 

Goal 5: The student will be able to analyze the role of the artist as social protestor, compare similar 
literary works across time in Latin, and construct and translate Indirect discourse. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

same myth from a different source. Design your 
depiction so that the subtle differences in 
mythology across cultures can be seen. Write a 
short essay explaining why you think these 
differences exist. What does it say about the 
cultures of origin? 

• Develop an argument against the Augustan 
empire. How is the limitation of ANY freedom 
the limitation of EVERY freedom? Present your 
argument as a plea to the people of Rome to 
return Ovid from his exile. In the process of 
arguing for Ovid’s return, be sure to question 
the validity of the empire as a whole. Base your 
argument on Cicero’s oratorical formula. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Woman’s Role in the New Empire - The “Ideal” Roman woman 

Goal 6: The student will be able to conjugate the irregular verbs malo and fio and compare the Roman 
feminine “ideal” with its actual counterpart by observing their representations in literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 6.1. Conjugate and translate the 
irregular verbs malo, fio 

 
6.2. Describe and construct the 

“ideal” Roman woman 
 
6.3. Analyze representations of 

the common Roman woman 
in literary sources 

 
6.4. Translate passages of Ovid: 

Amores and Heroides 
 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 3 ,4 
• C 1, 2, 3 

7.2 Culture 
• A 3 
• B 2 

C 2 

• How has society’s treatment of women developed over 
time? 

• What virtues seem to be prescribed to women 
throughout time? 

• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 
understand who I am and the world in which I live? 

• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 
beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
Performance Assessment: (Synthesis, Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis) 
• As a small group (Three students ideally – One to read 

and two to pantomime), write two “Ovidian-style” 
poems. One poem should be in the style of the Amores 
and depict women (living in the Augustan era) with a 
loose moral code. The other should be an idyllic poem 
in the style of the Heroides which extols maidens of the 
past for their virtuous actions. These poems will then 
be pantomimed for the class (to the accompaniment of 
music selected by the group to be representative of the 
material) while one group member reads the poem 
aloud.   

 

• ER II Chapter 45 
• ER II WB Chapter 45 
• Teacher prepared   materials 
• Quia.com 
• Ovid Workbook 
• Ovid, 
• Balsdon, J.P.V.D. 

Heroides, Amores 

Assessment: 
Interpretive (Analysis, Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 

Life and Leisure in Ancient 
Rome 

• Translate and compose Latin sentences that 
use the verbs fio and malo 

• Research and describe the Augustan reforms 
that deal specifically with women 

• AP Intro:

• Read two stories from the Heroides in English 
and one in Latin. List the admirable or ideal 
qualities exemplified by these heroines in both 
English and Latin. Read three poems from the 
Amores and two in Latin. What qualities does 
Ovid’s beloved represent? Is this woman the 
pillar of Augustan virtue? How is she different 
from the historic heroines like Penelope and 
Ariadne? What does this say about the distance 
between the Augustan ideal and reality? What 

 Have students analyze the opening 
lines of the Amores. Ovid plays on the 
difference between elegaic and epic poetic 
meter. Use this opportunity for the students to 
practice scansion and meter. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Woman’s Role in the New Empire - The “Ideal” Roman woman 

Goal 6: The student will be able to conjugate the irregular verbs malo and fio and compare the Roman 
feminine “ideal” with its actual counterpart by observing their representations in literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

is Ovid saying about Augustus’ reforms? Are 
they plausible? Construct a list of Latin 
adjectives that Ovid uses to describe these 
women, then do further research in the Oxford 
Latin Dictionary

Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application, 
Comprehension) 

. In what other contexts are 
these adjectives used? To describe similar 
women? Men?  

• With a small group – Generalize what the 
“ideal” Augustan woman exemplifies. Discuss 
and characterize the reality of womanhood 
before (and during) Augustus’ moral reforms. 
Then, distinguish this from the “ideal” woman 
that Augustus’ reforms seek to create. Pay 
close attention to Ovid’s representations and 
historical examples (like Augustus’ promiscuous 
daughter Julia). Is there a genuine need for 
these reforms? Are they justifiable? How do 
they seek to change society for the better? 
What does this say about Augustus’ opinion of 
women? Compare your findings with other 
groups, edit each other’s findings, and come to 
a classwide conclusion about these items. 

Presentational (Knowledge, Application, 
Synthesis) 

• Imagine the ideal Augustan matron. Draw a 
detailed portrait of her which incorporates all 
the qualities befitting the “reformed” Augustan 
woman. In juxtaposition, create a pre-Augustan 
woman that exemplifies all the traits that 
Augustus was seeking to reform. Use Ovid’s 
beloved or other Imperial “women of ill-repute” 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea: The Empire’s Influence: Limitation of Freedom 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Woman’s Role in the New Empire - The “Ideal” Roman woman 

Goal 6: The student will be able to conjugate the irregular verbs malo and fio and compare the Roman 
feminine “ideal” with its actual counterpart by observing their representations in literature. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

to influence your final product. Be sure to 
adequately show the glaring differences of the 
two. 
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0 
Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Coming of Age in the Augustan Empire: Cursus Honorum 

Goal 7: The student will be able to describe the events involved in coming of age in Ancient Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 7.1. Identify and translate result 
clauses 

 
7.2. Conjugate and translate 

subjunctive forms 
 
7.3. Describe a Roman betrothal 

from choice of mate to 
wedding ceremony 

 
7.4. Describe the cursus 

honorum, or, path of 
education 

 
7.5. Identify and critique the 

merits of Augustus’ 
academic reforms 

 
7.6. Translate authentic Latin 

poetry  
 
7.7. Further knowledge of Latin 

roots and English 
vocabulary 

Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 2, 3, 5, 6 
• B 4, 5 
• C 4 

• Why do societies commemorate important events and 
people? 

• What events are worthy of commemoration? 
• What purpose does ceremony serve in a culture? 
• Why is it important for youth to be involved in tradition? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
Performance Assessment: (Synthesis, Application, 
Analysis, Comprehension) 
• Create a Roman wedding video. Be sure to accurately 

portray all of the pomp and tradition of a typical Roman 
wedding. Any familial roles/duties must be dramatized 
as well (since the family is a very important part of the 
ceremony). Be creative – show the viewer what 
happens behind the scenes before and during the 
wedding.  

 

• ER II Chaps 49, 50, 51 
• ER II WB Chaps 49, 50, 51 
• Teacher prepared   materials 
• Quia.com 
• The Daily Life of Romans 
• A Guide to the Ancient World 
• Livy, Ab Urbe Condita 
• Ovid, Fasti 2.365-8 
• Balsdon, J.P.V.D. Life and Leisure in Ancient 

Rome 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Analysis, Evaluation, Synthesis, 

Comprehension) 

159-171 

• Translate selections from Livy’s history 
(Introduction) 

• Construct a timeline of Roman youth. Begin 
with early adolescence and proceed to 
adulthood. Base your timeline on the training 
and ceremonies an aristocratic boy or girl might 
receive. 

• Describe how Augustus’ educational reforms 
changed the cursus honorum. What was 
Augustus’ model for these reforms? What might 
Livy think of the use of these reforms, based on 
the introduction to his history? 

• Conjugate and translate the model verbs in the 
subjunctive mood, all forms 

• Translate Catullus’ wedding poem 
• Research and explain where certain aspects of 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Coming of Age in the Augustan Empire: Cursus Honorum 

Goal 7: The student will be able to describe the events involved in coming of age in Ancient Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 2, 3, 4 
• C 1 

 
 

the Roman wedding come from. How did the 
knot of Hercules become a tradition? Why did a 
saying from the Theft of the Sabine Women 
(from Livy), representative of violent marriage, 
find its way into the Roman marital tradition? 

• The student will keep a translation journal. In 
this journal, they will record vocabulary from the 
Latin text, any uses of grammatical items 
currently being learned (i.e. subjunctive use for 
this quarter) and their function, and notes on 
the content of the text. These will be checked 
regularly and collected and graded at the end of 
the quarter.  

Interpersonal (Analysis, Comprehension) 
• With a partner, you will research and 

demonstrate a comparison of coming of age 
ceremonies in different cultures, ancient and 
modern. 

Presentational (Knowledge, Application, 
Synthesis) 

• See Performance Assessment 
• As a Roman wedding planner, plan and present 

3 types of weddings for differing incomes. 
Design a wedding for lower, middle, and upper 
class families that show the options available to 
Roman families. What options are only for the 
rich? What items or activities must a wedding 
have no matter how small the income? Present 
these options the class. 

• Portray Roman citizens as you dramatize an 
officium togae virilis. In a group of 4-5, act out 
the rituals of the rite of passage into the toga 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Coming of Age in the Augustan Empire: Cursus Honorum 

Goal 7: The student will be able to describe the events involved in coming of age in Ancient Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

virilis. One member of the group should act as 
narrator (detailing the significance of the rituals 
as they happen) while the others in the group 
bring the ceremony to life. Each group will be 
assigned to represent ceremonies from different 
generations (Early Republican vs. Imperial Age) 
and of differing incomes (Aristocratic vs. 
plebeian). While the other groups are 
observing, they will keep a journal of 
differences in each group’s ceremony to their 
own and the significance these differences 
represent. 

• Compose a wedding poem for modern day 
weddings (based on Catullus’ wedding poem). 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Religion and a Return to Piety 

Goal 8: The student will be able to identify and describe various Roman religions and cults and 
conjugate and translate impersonal verbs  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 8.1. Conjugate, translate 
impersonal verbs 

 
8.2. Describe the major Roman 

religions 
 
8.3. Describe Augustus’ religious 

reforms, their purpose, and 
reception 

 
8.4. Compose a Latin paragraph 
 
8.5. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 
• B 2, 3, 4, 5 
• C 1, 2, 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 2 
• B 1 

 

• How do religious practices develop? 
• What purpose does religious ceremony serve in a 

culture? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 

• ER II Chapter 52 
• ER II WB Chapter 52 
• Teacher prepared materials 
• The Perseus Project 
• Livy, Ab Urbe Condita 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Comprehension, 

Application, Analysis) 
• Create derivative list 
• Read small selections of Livy in Latin and 

selections in English 
• Read section on Numa’s religious institutions. 

How do Augustus’ religious reforms mirror 
Numa’s? What traditional religious custom is 
Augustus bringing back into practice? What 
may be Augustus’ purpose in reviving traditional 
religious practices? 

• Translate impersonal verbs 
• Identify the major Olympian gods. Also identify 

ancillary gods and any foreign gods that the 
Romans had adopted. Why did they decide to 
adopt these gods? How do these gods 
influence the evolution of Roman religion? 

• Summarize the development of religion in 
Rome over time 

• Research the origin and development of an 
Olympian god 

• Analyze the development of religion in Rome 
over time 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Religion and a Return to Piety 

Goal 8: The student will be able to identify and describe various Roman religions and cults and 
conjugate and translate impersonal verbs  

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Interpersonal (Comprehension, Synthesis) 
• Compose a  Latin paragraph  describing a 

god/ess; trade with a partner and identify the 
deity 

• Each partner will be assigned a god to portray. 
Each partner will then take turns (“20 questions-
style”) asking “yes” or “no” questions that will 
eventually reveal the character of the deity. The 
first partner to correctly guess gets a point. 
They will continue until one partner reaches five 
points. 

Presentational (Comprehension, Synthesis) 
• Build a timeline of Roman religion from the 

founding of Rome until the present time 
• Based on the patterns of Roman religion, create 

your own lesser cult. Use existing religious 
tenets and modify them for your own use. 
Design and construct idols, monuments, and 
temples that illustrate the essence of your 
religion. 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Descent into the Underworld 

Goal 9: The student will be able to describe major elements of death customs in Rome and write Latin 
epitaphs 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 9.1. Recognize and translate 
purpose clauses 

 
9.2. Translate “ut” in a variety of 

contexts 
 
9.3. Translate authentic Latin 

epigrams 
 
9.4. Analyze Augustus’ use of 

literary propaganda 
 
9.5. Describe Roman funeral 

customs 
 
9.6. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
• B 2, 4, 5 
• C 2, 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 2, 3 
• B 1, 2 
• C 3 

• What connections remain between ancient and modern 
life? 

• Do societies develop in a vacuum or are they always 
influenced by another? 

• What aspects of death customs are common to all 
societies? 

• How does belief in an afterlife affect the way one acts? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 

• ER II Chaps 53, 54 
• ER II WB Chaps 53, 54 
• Teacher prepared   materials 
• Epitaphs essay 
• Martial’s epigrams 
• Funeral scene from I, Claudius

• Vergil, Aeneid Book VI 

 by Robert 
Graves 

Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Create derivative list 
• Translate a passage describing a Roman 

funeral 
• Students will create a chart of subjunctive forms 

highlighting any patterns that will help the 
memorization process  

• Translate portions of Book VI of the Aeneid 
• Read Book VI of the Aeneid in English 
• Respond to the procession of Rome’ history in 

Book VI. Who is present in this parade? What 
Roman values is Vergil praising? How is 
Vergil’s praise of Augustus and his family over 
the top? Do you think Vergil actually feels this 
way about Augustus? Or has he been 
“persuaded” by the ruling powers to immortalize 
the Imperial family’s past, present, and future? 
How is this scene in the afterlife reinforcing 
Augustus’ vision of moral fortitude? 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Descent into the Underworld 

Goal 9: The student will be able to describe major elements of death customs in Rome and write Latin 
epitaphs 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 
 

• AP Intro:

• Translate some of Martial’s epigrams 

 Further explore the notion of Roman 
Imperialism in the Aeneid. Is the Aeneid truly 
Vergil’s work or that of the promptings and 
persuasions of Augustus. Have the students 
write regular essays in which they practice 
reinforcing any arguments they make with 
evidence from the text. 

• Compare/contrast modern and ancient funeral 
rites 

Interpersonal (Knowledge, Application) 
• Scenario:  As a typical Roman, write a letter 

describing the funeral of a friend. Who did you 
see there? What kind of spectacles were 
present? What was the tone of the ceremony? 
*Use the funeral scene from I, Claudius

• With a partner, compose (in English) five 
purpose clauses and five result clauses – Being 
VERY attentive to the difference between the 
two. After the teacher has approved the correct 
use of these clauses, compose these 
sentences in Latin.  

 as a 
basis for your account.*\ 

Presentational (Knowledge, Application, 
Synthesis) 

• Create and present a poster of Roman 
epitaphs. Write epitaphs for 4 different modes 
of life (i.e. Mother, soldier, senator, baker…). 
Be sure to include attributes of these characters 
that a Roman of the Augutan empire would find 
admirable. 

• Write your own epitaph in Latin 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  The Empire’s Influence: A Return to Greatness 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Descent into the Underworld 

Goal 9: The student will be able to describe major elements of death customs in Rome and write Latin 
epitaphs 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Incorporate one aspect of the Roman funeral 
into our own tradition. Explain why you chose 
this aspect – What purpose does it serve? Is it 
more beneficial to the audience or the memory 
of the deceased? How? 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Empire Established: The Future of a World Power 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: The Reach of the Empire and Multiculturalism 

Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the effects of other cultures on ancient Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 10.1. Describe connections 
between Rome and other 
co-existing cultures 

 
10.2. Understand connections 

between Latin roots and 
English words 

 
10.3. Recognize and review all 

grammatical structures 
learned so far 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 2 
• C 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 3, 4 
• B 1, 2 
• C 1, 2, 3 

 
 

• How can the term multiculturalism be used to describe 
the Roman population? 

• Are cultures more or less tolerant of each other in the 
modern world? 

• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 
understand who I am and the world in which I live? 

• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 
beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

• What factors encourage or inhibit the blending of 
cultures? 

• What is meant by the term “melting pot?”  Is the United 
States still a melting pot?  Was Rome? 

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 

• ER II Epilogue 
• Teacher prepared   materials 
• Quia.com 
• Livy: The War with Hannibal

• Caesar, De Bello Gallico 

. Passage in which 
the Romans adopt the Great Goddess from 
Asia. 

• Tacitus, Germania 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Compare/contrast modern and ancient 

multiculturalism 
• Read Caesar De Bello Gallico (or Tacitus’ 

Germania) on the customs of the Gauls and 
Germans in Latin. What customs does Caesar 
(or Tacitus) find barbaric or intolerable? What 
customs does he tolerate? Why do you 
suppose this is? Then, pick a culture that 
significantly differs from our own. How are their 
customs similar? Different? What customs do 
YOU find intolerable? Are we more tolerant 
than the Romans had been? How? 

• The student will keep a translation journal. In 
this journal, they will record vocabulary from the 
Latin text, any uses of grammatical items 
currently being learned (i.e. subjunctive use for 
this quarter) and their function, and notes on 
the content of the text. These will be checked 
regularly, collected and graded at the end of the 
quarter.  
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Empire Established: The Future of a World Power 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: The Reach of the Empire and Multiculturalism 

Goal 10: The student will be able to describe the effects of other cultures on ancient Rome. 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

Interpersonal (Evaluation, Analysis, Application, 
Comprehension) 

• In a small group, you will research one culture 
which interacted with Rome. Then, compare 
this culture with other groups. 

• Discuss events that occured before and after 
Rome decided to incorporate other cultures. 
Why did they decide to do so? What was the 
condition of the state?  

Presentational (Knowledge, Evaluation, Analysis, 
Application, Comprehension) 
• Give a presentation about one ancient culture 

other than Rome. How is this culture different 
from Rome? How have they impacted one 
another? How have these cultures influenced 
life in the modern world? 

• Design a map that shows cultures and cultural 
influence throughout the Roman Empire. Each 
distinct culture should be color-coded on the 
map (Gauls, Celts, Greeks, Goths, etc.). There 
may be places (like Greeks in Sicily) which 
belong to Rome but are heavily populated and 
influenced by another culture. Then, evaluate 
what this map says about cultural influence. 

• Analyze the importance of studying Latin, 
present your arguments to an audience as an 
advertisement (designed to bring other students 
into the Latin classroom), PowerPoint, or 
research report.  
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Empire Established: The Future of a World Power 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Past, Present, and Future 

Goal 11: The student will be able to recognize and criticize epic poetry and apply all of the learned 
grammatical structures to the translation of Latin poetry by translating Book X of the Aeneid 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

 11.1. Recognize and scan epic 
meter 

 
11.2. Recognize and apply 

various forms of literary 
criticism 

 
11.3. Parse the form and function 

of complex grammatical 
structures within the context 
of an epic poem 

 
11.4. Recognize and analyze 

thematic elements in the 
epic cycle 

 
11.5. Recognize figures of syntax 

and rhetoric in Vergil’s epic 
(i.e. synecdoche, 
metonymy, chiasmus, etc.) 

 
Intermediate – Mid to High 
Learner Range 
7.1 Communication 

• A 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 
• B 1, 2 
• C 3, 4 

7.2 Culture 
• A 1, 3, 4 

• How does literature reflect the mores of its society? 
• What makes some literature timeless? 
• How is one to judge works of literature? 
• What constitutes an epic? 
• How does the content of the Latin classroom help me 

understand who I am and the world in which I live? 
• How are cultural perspectives (attitudes, values, and 

beliefs) reflected in a culture’s products and social 
practices?  

• What makes a society worthy of commemoration in 
epic form? 

 
See CPIs and Assessment Models for Sample 
Conceptual Understandings. 
 
Performance Assessment: (Synthesis, Application, 
Comprehension, Analysis) 

• As a “Hollywood producer,” you and a small group 
must remake the Aeneid for modern audiences. 
However, in order to make it more palatable for the 
movie-going public, you must transform the epic 
poem into a modern movie genre (Romantic 
Comedy, Action, Drama, Indie, Documentary, etc.). 
You may be as creative as you like in creating your 
movie - The only requirement is that you stick to 
Vergil’s storyline and allow the epic themes learned 
in class to remain in your movie. You will film a 
preview or scene of your movie to show to the 
class that is based directly upon a scene from the 
Aeneid

• Vergil Workbook 

. As a group, you will compose a script of 
dramatic dialogue, draw storyboards, and film your 

• Latin Grammar handbook 
• Vergil, The Aeneid

• Handout on styles of Literary criticism 

, Translated by Robert 
Fagles 

• Homer, 
• Homer, 

The Iliad 

• Handout on epic themes 
The Odyssey 

• Handout on rhetorical and poetic devices 
Assessment: 
Interpretive (Analysis, Knowledge, Application, 

Comprehension) 
• Read larger selections of Vergil in English 

(Main episodes – Book II, Book VI, Books 
X-XII). Have students be responsible for 
packet that asks in-depth questions. 

• Students will read handout on epic themes. 
They will then read selections from Homer 
that illustrates these themes.  

• Translate Book VI of the Aeneid (after 
having read it in English). Students must 
keep a translation “diary” in which they will 
create a vocabulary list, grammar 
reference, and record of figures of syntax 
and rhetoric. 

• Read and analyze handout on styles of 
literary criticism. Students must learn five to 
eight styles and how they propose to 
critique literature. The students will then 
choose as style (or hybrid of styles) to use 
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Empire Established: The Future of a World Power 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Past, Present, and Future 

Goal 11: The student will be able to recognize and criticize epic poetry and apply all of the learned 
grammatical structures to the translation of Latin poetry by translating Book X of the Aeneid 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• B 1, 2 
• C 1, 2, 3 

 

final product. Each group member must also be 
assigned a separate role (i.e. Writer, Director, 
Actor, Storyboard artist, etc.). 

as their own when constructing an essay. 
• Write an argumentative essay that utilizes 

the chosen critical style. The essay must be 
based on AP topics for Vergil, but your 
argument can be whatever is supported 
well with evidence from the text. 

Interpersonal (Analysis, Knowledge, Application, 
Comprehension) 
• Students will daily (or every class) pair up 

with a partner and share their grammar and 
rhetorical/poetic-figures notebooks for the 
day’s assignment. They must tell their 
partner every instance of complex syntax 
they found and the corresponding reference 
in the grammar manual along with each 
instance of rhetoric/poetic devices.  

• Small groups will analyze the qualities 
inherent in the Greek and Roman epic 
heroes. Each group will have different 
heroes to analyze. The groups must assess 
what makes each hero successful (or 
unsuccessful), how they represent their 
culture, and if they are to be sympathetic 
characters or not (i.e. Is Achilles actually 
justified in his actions? Can we sympathize 
with him?). 

• Each small group will analyze the same 
section of the Aeneid

Presentational (Synthesis, Knowledge, Application, 
Comprehension) 

 from different critical 
perspectives. Every group will have its own 
critical perspective and will then argue their 
point with the other groups.   
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Curriculum Management System 
Grade Level/Subject

Big Idea:  Empire Established: The Future of a World Power 
:  

Grades 11-12 
Latin III Honors 

Topic: Past, Present, and Future 

Goal 11: The student will be able to recognize and criticize epic poetry and apply all of the learned 
grammatical structures to the translation of Latin poetry by translating Book X of the Aeneid 

Objectives / Cluster Concepts / 
Cumulative Progress Indicators 
(CPI's) 
The student will be able to: 

Essential Questions 
Sample Conceptual Understandings 

Instructional Tools / Materials / Technology / 
Resources / Learning Activities / 
Interdisciplinary Activities / Assessment Model 

• Using typical epic themes, design a journey 
for a modern-day American epic hero. 
Construct a mapped journey with a key that 
details the obstacles he faced in each stop 
along the way. Then, compose the final 
book (or chapter) of your epic. How does 
the hero fair at the end of the story? What is 
resolved? How does the hero resolve the 
conflict? BE SURE to use Homer and 
Vergil’s model as a basis for this epic. 

• Compose the “lost book” of the Aeneid

 

. You 
can choose to insert this chapter anywhere 
along the narrative, but it must be in the 
Vergilian tradition (You cannot upend 
Vergil’s depiction of Aeneas and other 
characters in the story). Write the story in 
English and compose five lines of your 
poem in Latin (using dactylic hexameter). 
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Latin III Honors 
 

COURSE BENCHMARKS 
 

 
 
1. The student will be able to analyze and explain Rome’s role as “international police” by observing Pompey’s campaign against 

piracy in the Mediterranean. 
 
2. The student will be able to analyze the causes and effects of crime on Rome. 
 
3. The student will be able to prosecute laws they have deemed undeniable to mankind by creating a script of legal proceedings that 

prosecute the violation of their own laws. 
 
4. The student will be able to recognize and reproduce the perfect and future participles and analyze the validity of Augustus’ social 

reforms. 
 
5. The student will be able to analyze the role of the artist as social protestor, compare similar literary works across time in Latin, and 

construct and translate indirect discourse. 
 
6. The student will be able to conjugate the irregular verbs malo and fio and compare the Roman feminine “ideal” with its actual 

counterpart by observing their representations in literature. 
 
7. The student will be able to describe the events involved in coming of age in Ancient Rome. 
 
8. The student will be able to identify and describe various Roman religions and cults and conjugate and translate impersonal verbs. 
 
9. The student will be able to describe major elements of death customs in Rome and write Latin epitaphs. 
 
10. The student will be able to describe the effects of other cultures on ancient Rome. 
 
11. The student will be able to recognize and criticize epic poetry and apply all of the learned grammatical structures to the translation of 

Latin poetry by translating Book X of the Aeneid. 
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Romans under Siege: The Second Punic War 
(Project) 

 
 
Points: 200 
 
 The 2nd Punic War was a historical event in which the modern observer can see the Roman Republic operating at the height of its powers. This war was of 
tremendous significance to the Roman people as it yielded supremacy over the Mediterranean Empire. The conflict (and its ensuing victory against a formidable 
opponent) enforced Roman beliefs, increased Roman patriotism, and galvanized the population against a common foe. Ancient historians note how this historical 
event informs others of what it means to be Roman by observing Rome’s leaders in action (in successful and unsuccessful campaigns), its senate in deliberation, 
and its refusal to be defeated.  

For this project, you will be working with a partner to thoroughly examine one aspect of the 2nd

1. Read and interpret at least one text of a primary source (Primary source: Titus Livius, Polybius, Cornelius Nepos, etc.). You will turn in a short-essay 
synopsis of certain facets of these texts in which you will address the author’s decision to use certain words and moods. This synopsis will serve as 
evidence for your essay. 

 Punic War. In doing so, you will: 
  

a. In these texts you will locate certain Latin words of interest which may convey a certain Romanitas, or “Roman-ness,” and, by looking up the entry in 
the Oxford Latin Dictionary, observe what other contexts in which it is used. In doing so, you will note any connotations to this word that Ancient 
Romans would have known. (For example, if Livy remarks that Hannibal is ferox, is “fierce” meant to be a good attribute or a bad one? Then, noting in 
the OLD that ferox is used to describe only tyrants and foreigners, we can assume that this “fierceness” is not an attribute welcomed into the Roman 
sphere.)  

 
2. Do an art project based on your topic. The projects will vary depending on your topic. Be sure to make your art project is well-constructed and creative. 
 
3. Turn in an essay based on questions given on your topic. The essay will need to be 4-5 pages double-spaced. In your essay you will answer certain 

questions given to you and interpret their answers. Most of all, your essay must center around how this person or event influenced the Roman 
world

 
. How did the person/event change the perception of the Roman Republic, how did the Roman Republic respond to this event/person?  

4. You will make a 5-10 minute presentation on your topic to the class in which you will present all of your findings and your art project. 
 

* You also must use a secondary source (A book or article that offers details on your topic) that IS NOT A WEBSITE! Your source may be a scholarly 
article found on the internet, but not a website. 

 
Topics: 
 
1 – The Character of Hannibal Barca 
 Read Livy – 21.1 – 21.5; Polybius IX.22-26; Cornelius Nepos On Hannibal.  
  How does Livy (A Roman writer) describe the attributes of Hannibal? 
  How does Polybius (As a Greek writer) describe Hannibal? 

How do these writers differ? How are they the same? How is this relevant? 
 

 Construct a family tree of the Barca family which includes any political/martial positions of worth held by the Barca family. 
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What happens to Hannibal after the 2nd Punic War? Locate the story of Scipio meeting with Hannibal years after the Punic War. 

 
Art Project: Construct or draw a mausoleum for Hannibal. Use the Latin words used to describe him from the primary texts to compose an epitaph. Make the 
mausoleum appropriate for Hannibal’s reputation. 
 
 
2 – The Battle of Saguntum 
 Read Livy 21.5 – 21.16. Polybius III.14, 17, 20-31. 
 To what circumstance do Livy and Polybius attribute the cause of the war? 
 How do the actions of the Saguntines reflect Roman values? 
 How does Rome react to this situation? 
 What history underlies Roman and Carthaginian motives? Treaties? 
  
 What is the fallout of this battle? 
 
 Art Project: Construct a visual representation (As if it were a wall fresco or series of engravings on a public building) detailing the events of the fall of 
Saguntum. Be sure to include Roman response and the action taken by the Roman Republic.  
 
3 – The Battle of Cannae 
 Read Livy 22.46-23. Polybius III.106-IV 
 What happened? 
 How did Hannibal out-maneuver the Romans? 
 Besides the tactical aspect, how was Hannibal able to overcome Romans? 
 How does the Senate react to this battle? 
  What does this say about Roman ideals? 

Who are the consuls/generals involved and how do they conduct  themselves and their armies? 
  How is this different from the way Hannibal conducts his army? 
 
 Art Project: Either: Draw a detailed map of the battle itself (including the terrain) which not only maps the maneuvers, but the leaders involved. 
 -OR- 
 Make a full size “painting” which depicts (what you think to be) the most important aspect of this event. This should be a “snapshot” of one moment (whether it 
is Hannibal exhorting his troops – in which you show Hannibal’s charisma as a leader- or the Roman senate issuing decrees after the battle). This doesn’t need to 
be painted, but must be constructed to look like a painting in size and appearance. 
 
4 – Hannibal’s route into Italy 
 Read Livy 21.23-44, Polybius III.35-57. 
 What did Hannibal encounter on his journey? 
  How did he overcome these obstacles? 
  How do Hannibal’s actions help us understand the quality of his character? 
 How does Hannibal exhort his troops when he has arrived in Italy? 
 How does Scipio? 
  What does this say about their character and the cultures they represent? 
  How do Polybius and Livy differ in their account of these speeches? 
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 Art Project: Make a detailed map of Hannibal’s journey into Italy. Include topography and landmarks where Hannibal met obstacles. For each obstacle or 
substantial event on his journey, make a small panel that depicts what happens (You should detail at least six events). 
 
5 – Siege of Syracuse 
 Read Livy 24.21-39, 25.23-31; Polybius VIII.3-7 
 Who were the parties involved and where did their loyalties lie? 
 How was Archimedes involved? 
  How do Livy and Polybius treat Archimedes in their histories? 
   Is he respected? Disdained? Why? 
 How did Archimedes keep the Romans from besieging the city for so long? 
 Who was the main Roman general involved? 
  How does he exemplify Roman values?  
  What is his behavior like after the battle? 
   Is this behavior rejected or accepted by Livy? 
 
 Art Project: Construct a working model of one of Archimedes’ siege-repelling machines. Be sure that your model includes all pieces to show how it worked (i.e. 
if you choose to construct the grapnel, be sure you design a model Roman warship to demonstrate the function of the machine).  
 
6 – Character of Scipio Africanus 
 Read Livy 26.18-20, 29.19-22, 26.41; Polybius X.2-3 
 What qualities does Scipio possess that make him unique? 
 What do other Romans think of him? Why? 
 What makes him successful?  
 How does he address his troops? 
 What do Livy and Poybius think of him? Why? 
 Is he an exemplary Roman or does he possess qualities that are unique to Romanitas? How? 
 
 Make a family tree of the Scipio clan (including the offices held by his ancestors)       
Art Project: Design a triumphal war monument for Scipio Africanus - It should be worthy of his victory against Hannibal. The monument must include an inscription 
which lists the attributes (in Latin) of Scipio as given by Polybius and Livy. 
 
 
7- The Roman Body Politic – Senate, Embassies, and Politicians 
 Read Livy 21.18-21, 23.22-26, 23.31-33, 24.8-12, 25.3-4, 26.1-3, 26.22-23, 28.38-46, 30.22-25; Polybius VI.11-18. 
 How does the Roman Senate typically operate, according to Polybius? 
 How does it operate during wartime? 
  How does it adapt? 
 What does the senate avoid as un-Roman? 
 What do the senators pride themselves on? 
 Who does the senate idolize?  
  What type of character is praised by the senate? 
 How do they deal with disgrace? 
 How do they conduct their embassies? 
  With grace? Arrogance? 
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Art Project: Construct a decree propositioned by the senate that would be posted in the Roman forum. Use one of the motions proposed by the senators in your 
primary sources. Be sure it looks authentic! This does not need to be in Latin. Extra Credit for Latin! 
 
8 – Hannibal’s stay at Capua 
 Read Livy 23.2-8, 23.18, 25.22 
 What was Capua’s reputation before Hannibal’s arrival? 
  What is the history of Capua? How did it become so? 
 What happened upon Hannibal’s arrival? 
 What is said to have happened to Hannibal’s troops here? How? 
 What does Hannibal’s stay here mean for the entirety of the war? 
 What qualities do the Capuans have? 
  Are these particularly Roman qualities? 
 Do even more extensive research on the use of Latin words in this passage. 
  What Latin words are used to describe the Capuans moral qualities? 
   How are they used in other contexts? And to describe whom? 
 
Art Project: Construct a representation of Hannibal’s army before and after their stay at Capua. Be sure to include the Latin words that describe their condition.  
 
 
Grading will be done as such: 
 
Participation (A grade given each day class time is given) – 50 points 
Written report – 50 points 
Art Project – 50 points 
Presentation – 50 points 
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Roman Forum Project 
Due: 

3-10; 3-11 
100 Points 

Latin II  
 
Complete this component and choose one of the following for an individual project: 
 

• Draw up a plan of the Ancient Roman forum (which is not traced from the outline in your book) which includes all of the buildings on your information 
sheet. Along with this, you will include a numbered key which will show the reader the name, function, builder, and foundation-date of the building. Be 
sure your information is correct and your layout is neat and orderly.  

Everyone MUST do this: (30 points) 
  

EXAMPLE OF INFO ENTRY: Temple of Divine Julius; Vowed in 49 BC, completed in 29 BC; Dedicated by Augustus 
 
AND, choose one of the following: (70 points)

• 

  
 

Roman Rhetorician:

 

 Memorize a small portion of a speech that would have been given on the Rostra in the Forum. For this project you will recite 3-4 
lines of the speech in Latin and 25-30 in English. Since there is no essay or physical item to be turned in for this assignment, be sure the recitation of 
your speech is confident and effective. *Those of you brave enough to try this option will be graded more leniently than others* 

• Conditor Romanus: 

 

Analyze the remains of the existing Roman Forum and assess what buildings (In your estimation) the Forum is lacking. As an 
architect, construct blueprints for two buildings (including a sketch of the finished product) and submit a short persuasive essay (2 pages) detailing the 
form and function of your proposed buildings. Be sure to include how/why the building will be beneficial, how it will be a positive addition to the existing 
Forum, and where the building will be constructed and why. This essay will be constructed as if you are a Roman builder presenting your project to the 
Senate, so, be sure to persuade and flatter the old aristocrats! 

• Historian of the Forum: Detail 8 (4-5 sentences apiece) historical events that occurred in the Forum Romanum between 600 BC and 200 AD. Be 
sure that you address the five essential questions (Who, what, why, where, when, and how) for each event. In addition to this, you will mark the 
location of this event on a layout of the Roman Forum. When finished you should have a numbered map of the Forum with its corresponding historical 
data. 
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